
What is cryptography?
Goal : to consl-uetsgslems-audprouetheir-e.ci/y
What is a system and what does security mean ?

Simplest answer: a system is a set of (efficiently
computable) algorithms .

*This is not 100%

Cryptosystem : a set (Gen, Euc, Dec) where rigorous!

Gen : KY
+
→ Pkxsk

. probabilistic map from d to keg pairs (pk.sk)
of length ✗

Eric : PK ✗ M →e

- probabilistic map where M is the message
space and e is the ciphertext space

Dec: skxe → M
- probabilistic and possibly partial mapsuch that if (pk.sk)← Gen(b) , then MEM

, Dec Csk, Euc Cpk,mD=m .

for many
What about security?

-

years
,

research used games .

Let the adversary A and challenger C he interactive

probabilistic algorithms . A game takes an interaction

transcript and outputs a bit indicating who won . We will
see one way to understand public hey security as a game . The
IND-CPA game G

"s

In,-
cptttwcrhs as follows: (s= Loen , Enc, Decl ,✗ END

1) C runs cpk.sk) ← Gen (6) and sends pk to A

2) A chooses no,my E M Chowever it likes and sends them
to C

3) ( chooses b← {0,13 unit . at random and sends
Euclpk , Mb) to A

4) A outputs b
*
C- {0,1} .

The game outputs 1 lie . A wins) if b=b* .



The idea is that an adversary can always encrypt messages,
but should still not be able to tell the difference between

encryptions of two possible messages . (Tentbook RSA does
not satisfy this .)

Defe
A function f : KY → PR is negligible if for all c c- IR>o ,

lim
n-soo

fcn) . nc = 0

are
"nicer"

,Deft * Nde: asymmetric cryptosystems mathematicallyA cryptosystem S = (Gen
,
Enc
,
Dec) is IND-CPA secure

if for all probabilistic polynomial- time (PPT) algorithms
A
, / Pr [Gas
pro

/ c- negley
as the random because the adversary could always
variable just guess

some details I glossed over : what exactly is a
probabilistic interactive algorithm? We'll return to this in
future weeks ; for now, think of it as a Turing machine
with a

" randomness tape
" and some way to " interact"

with other TMS -

Definitions like the above word but have some

limitations
.

• Composition: If I use an IND
-CPA cryptosystem to share a

symmetric key that is also IND -CPA , is the overall
system secure?

• Strength : the security guarantee depends entirely
upon the (somewhat artificial) game we defined.
Is it too weak- can I actually trust an
IND-CPA system? Or perhaps it's too strong,
and a weaker guarantee suffices in real life .



In this seminar series we will explore these
two questions through a framework called universal
compusability , so-named because its theorems guarantee
that security guarantees compose universally , i - e. in
any environment

. We introduce UC neat week . For
the rest of today I will motivate the above points in more
detail.

The one- time pad works as follows:
- Gen (6) : sample k← {0,156 uniformly at random ,

output k * symmetric
• Encke , m) = k④ m * bitwise XOR Lt mod 2)
. Dec (h

,
c) = Kotc

correctness is easy to verify . We say it achieves perfect
security because given k ~ Gen (b) , for all main, C- {Gift
and all c c- {0,1}!

Pr/Endkind =☐ = Pr [{neck,mate]
In the symmetric version of IND -CPA, the adversary
wins exactly half of the time .

Quantum key exchange is more complicated, but allows
two parties to agree on k c- {0,13> such that when all

parties measure their states , the adversary has zero

information about k
.

If I combine these, I should be able to communicate
with total secrecy and no pre - shared key , right? Wrong !
The QKE security esamdeoes not consider what happens if the
adversary waits to measure their state after messages
are sent using OTP

.
The security guarantees do not

compose !

In real -world applications , an adversary can often obtain
the decryption of a ciphertent it controls . For example,
they may send an encrypted message to a server, which
either gives an encrypted reply or an error code ( if the
message was

"invalid"
,
e.g. as a HTTP request . This is the

source of the infamous Bleicher beecher attack against RSA .
- . ←

-

A



The IND-CPA game does not guarantee security in this
case. We need a stronger game .
The IND-CCA game GAS

Indica
(A) works as follows:

7) C runs [phish)c- Gen (b) and sends pk to A.
2) A sends c C- C to C

,
which responds with

M = DecCsk
, c) . This repeats as many times

as A likes . *

3) A chooses no,my EM and sends them to C.
4) C chooses be {on} uniformly at random and
sends c-= Enclpk , ma) to A.

s) step 2 repeals, except C only responds to
queries where c =/ E.

Gas
6) A outputs f* .

Insect outputs 1 if t=G* and 0 otherwise.

Def'd 3
-

⇒tosystem 5-(Gen, Eac,Dec) is IND-CCA secure
if for all PPT adversaries A ,

/ Pr [GasIndica(A)=D - I / c- neg/ (b)

Protein : this is too strong! Take any CCA systemand add a random bit to the ciphertext
that is ignored in decryption; now the

system is spuriously insecure .

There are intermediate notions of security that try
to address this

,
but none are standard yet . We

will try a different approach next week to handle

*÷÷iiii:÷÷÷÷ñ÷÷iiaew#



Summing:

System : set of efficiently -computable algorithms
w/ correctness property

severity.- for now, defined by the prob - an adversary
algorithm can win a game

CA-symm-HC-ry.pl#yste-m : satisfies either IND-CPA
or IND-CCA


